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Abstract

With the rapid development of cellular networks, wireless communication industry has
brought huge energy consumption and becomes the major consumer of environmental
degradation inevitably. Thus, it is undoubtedly that realizing the sustainable development
of green wireless communication has become the primary goal of global information and
communications technology industry. Particularly, in cellular networks, sleep mode
applied to base station (BS) is an efficient way. According to the cell traffic intensity, BS
switching off/on strategy can reduce power consumption of BS effectively with a precondition that the quality of service (QoS) of users must be ensured. In the heterogeneous
cellular networks, we proposed a BS sleeping scheme based on the traffic load varying in
each cell, which is able to optimize both energy efficiency and power consumption by a
multi-objective optimization problem. Then a sub-optimal solution is obtained according
to a heuristic algorithm. The simulation results verified that the proposed scheme can
improve the network performance.
Keywords: HetNet; sleeping scheme; traffic load; multi-objective optimization

1. Introduction
Due to the fact that almost 80% cellular network’s total energy consumption is
originating from radio access networks, the energy consumption has become a severe
problem in wireless networks [1].
In the future, the cellular networks will be heterogeneous cellular networks where
different types of base station (BS) in small cells are distributed throughout traditional
macro cell networks [2]. Such heterogeneous cellular networks consist of different tiers
of small cell networks, and the coverage of macro cell and small cell will overlap with
each other, which is named as HetNets in 3GPP. In such case, the energy consumption
will be more important in HetNets.
In cellular networks, the BS switching off/on (cell sleeping/waking) according to the
dynamic traffic over time and space has become one of promising techniques for power
saving [3-6]. The authors in [3] focused on the densely deployed cellular networks where
the coverage of BSs overlaps and the traffic intensity varies over time and space. [4]
optimized the energy saving assuming that any fraction of cells can be turned off.
Another research on the dynamic cell sleeping in [5] used the real measured traffic data
to analyze the energy consumption. The cell sleeping may lead to the network
performance degradation since the remaining active BSs need to serve some users located
far away from their coverage. So the authors in [6] and references therein focused on the
tradeoff between the energy saving and the QoS performance. In [7], the authors focused
on power matching and traffic-aware BSs sleeping.
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Obviously, energy consumption optimization by cell sleeping scheme has been
researched extensively, even in the HetNets [8-11]. [8] investigated solutions for
reducing the number and size of active macro cells following traffic load conditions in
both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. [9] evaluated a distributed sleep strategy
for cognitive small cell BSs and analyzed the trade-off between traffic offloading from
the macro cell and the energy consumption of the small cells. The authors in [10]
introduced two sleep algorithms to determine the time instant to enable micro or small
BSs sleep mode. [11] proposed user association jointly consider the user performance and
network power saving where the cell sleeping is used for energy efficiency maximization.
The works in the literature above mainly consider one optimization target, power
consumption minimization or energy efficiency maximization. However, it is essential to
optimize these two targets at the same time so that cellular network could not only be
green but also be efficient [12].
In this paper, a BS sleeping scheme in heterogeneous cellular networks is proposed, in
which, the BS will be switched to sleep mode with low traffic load and the minimum data
rate of users is guaranteed. The proposed scheme can minimize power consumption and
maximize energy efficiency by a multi-objective optimization. Then a heuristic algorithm
is used to solve this optimization problem and obtain a sub-optimal results. The
simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce the power consumption and
improve the energy efficiency as well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II is the system model and the
proposed scheme is presented in Section III. Section IV focuses on the simulation results,
and Section V shows the conclusion of this paper.

2. System Model
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Figure 1. Example of a HetNet with a Mix of Macro, Femto and Pico
BSs
In this paper, we consider downlink HetNets consisting small cells (e.g., femto and
pico cells) and macro cells, where the former overlaid with the latter, as shown in Figure.
1. Assume that the system consists of cells, which contains one macro cell and small
cells within the coverage of macro cell. The macro BS is deployed in the central of the
macro cell. Users are included within the macro cell. Both small BSs and users are
uniform distributed in the macro cell. The bandwidth of each cell is divided into subchannels and each sub-channel’ bandwidth is W. These sub-channels are allocated to
users according to their minimal requirement of data rate.
Since the user association is in a large time scale, the channel gain contains path
loss and shadow fading, i.e., large scale fading channel. The channel gain between
user k and BS i is g k ,i .
In the macro BS i , the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of user k is:
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where plk ,i denotes the channel fading (including path loss and shadowing) between
BS i and user k . Pi means the transmit power of the macro BS or the small BS.  2
is the noise power.
Similarly, in the small BS i , the SINR of user k is:
plk ,i Pi
(2)
 k ,i 
 plk , j Pj   2
j i

The data rate of signal sub-channel can be described as:
Ck ,i  W log 2 1   k ,i 

(3)

In order to ensure user’s QoS which means satisfying the minimal data rate of
each user, the number of required sub-channels Qk ,i can be formed as:
 r 
(4)
Qk ,i   k 
 Ck , i 
On the one hand, the number of sub-channels must be integer. On the other hand,
it is necessary to guarantee the user performance. Thus, Qk ,i is taken as rounding up
to an integer.
The traffic load for user k associated with BS i could be defined as the ratio of
occupied channels and total channels:
Q
(5)
Lk ,i  k ,i
N
The traffic load of BS i is Li . It is the total sum of each traffic load of users who
access this BS. So the corresponding mathematical expression is:
K

Li   k ,i Lk ,i

(6)

k 1

in which, k ,i is the indicator variable to represent whether user k associated with
BS i or not, that is:
1, user k associated with BS i
(7)
k ,i  
0, otherwise
The throughput of BS i , Ri is defined as the sum of transmission rate of UEs
associated with this BS:
K

K

k 1

k 1

Ri   k ,i rk ,i   k ,i Qk ,i Ck ,i

(8)

and the throughput of the whole network is:
B

Rtotal   Ri

(9)

i 1

When BS is in sleep mode, only static circuit power will consume in BS. For BS
i, power consumption is:
(10)
Pin (i)  Ps (i), Li  0
where Ps (i) is static circuit power consumption of BS i.
When BS is in active mode, the power consumption is much more complicated.
For BS i, power consumption is:
(11)
Pin  i   Pa  i   i Ri  i Li Pmax  i  ,0  Li  1
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The power consumption can be separated into three parts. First, BS i consumes
static circuit power Pa  i  to be active. Second, dynamic power i Ri ,  i is circuit
power of one unit data rate of BS i . By multiplying the transmission rate of the BS,
the total dynamic power consumption can be gotten. Third, power i Li Pmax  i  from
PA,  i is the PA efficiency of BS i , the maximal transmission rate is used when

the traffic load is full, but in most cases, it is not rigorous to use Pmax  i  directly.
Hence, Li is introduced to make it precise. Particularly, Ps  i  , Pa  i  ,  i and Pmax  i 
are different for the reason that macro BS and micro BS are different.
It can be seen that the total power consumption is:
 Ptotal 

B

 P i 

(12)

in

i 1

According to the definition of energy efficiency in [12], the energy efficiency is
equal to the ratio of system throughput and total power consumption:
R
 EE  total
(13)
Ptotal
The multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) is modeled as:
rk ,i  rk , k

 min Ptotal
k ,i  0,1
k ,i , r k ,i
B
(14)
s.t 

EE
k ,i  1
max


,
r
k ,i k ,i
 i 1
0  Li  1
Actually, for the second object, it can be regarded as enlarging the whole
network transmission rate and reducing the power. Therefore, the optimization
targets equivalent to:
 min Ptotal
k ,i , r k ,i

Rtotal
max
k ,i , rk ,i

rk ,i  rk , k

k ,i  0,1
B
s.t 
 k ,i  1
 i 1
0  Li  1

(15)

From [13], the MOP could be solved as single objective optimization problem
when Rtotal is given. Apply the lemma 1 in [13] which states that for a given R*total ,
if P*total is an optimal solution for optimizing power consumption, then
( R*total , P*total ) is a Pareto solution to MOP, and corresponding solution is a suboptimal solution to MOP. The detail proof is shown in [13]. For convenience and
satisfying the requirement of QoS simultaneously, rk ,i is set equivalent to rk . By
this way, a fixed Rtotal is given, and the design target is only to minimize Ptotal :
min Ptotal
k ,i

s.t
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k ,i  0,1
B

 k ,i  1
 i 1
0  Li  1

(16)
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3. Sub-optimal Solution
From previous equation (11), as a result of active static circuit power Pa (i) ,
dynamic circuit power efficiency  i , power amplifier efficiency  i and maximal
transmit power Pmax (i) are fixed for a specified BS. Then we know that power
consumption is only relating to traffic load since transmission rate is fixed as
lowest user requirement. For convenience, minimal transmission rate requirement
for all the users is assumed to be same, and then throughput of each BS and the
whole network is known. Thus, once distribution of users and BSs are determined,
the problem can be solved.
First, calculate SNR, a K  B matrix. Then substituting formulation, traffic load
is also a K  B matrix. By summing all values of each column, the traffic load of
each BS can be obtained. At this moment, BS that takes smallest traffic load will
save most power consumption. In terms of this BS, pick out the user who brings
least traffic load, which implies best SINR, to try to access corresponding BS. In
this way, not only can users get best QoS but also BSs will consume lowest power.
Once this user gets the service, next one with lowermost in the rest user set is able
to repeat the process.
When a user considers accessing to a BS, it is necessary to make a judgment
whether this BS will overload if this user join in. Because we have calculated
potential traffic load user may bring to this BS, it is convenient and efficient to
estimate whether the sum of existing traffic load and acquiring load will exceed
BS’s ability. This condition can be written as load (b)  load (k , b)  1 . If the
appointed BS will overload, user will give up and choose other BSs to access. In the
remaining BSs, same method can be used.
The details of the proposed scheme according to the above heuristic idea is given
as follows:
Step 1: Initialize system parameters. BSs set is defined as C  {1,2, , B} and
users set is U  {1,2 , K} ;
Step 2: Calculate traffic load load (k , b) for every user that needs to access with
the given transmission rate;
Step 3: Calculate the sum of each BS’s traffic load, load (b)  sum(load (:, b)) ,
k U , b  C ;
Step 4: Choose BS that has smallest traffic load bˆ  argmin load (b) ;
bC

Step 5: Sort users in set U by load (k , bˆ) in ascending order, and let user access
BS b̂ in accord with this order until the BS is full;
Step 6: Delete BS b̂ and users who have accessed from set C and
U respectively;
Step 7: Repeat Step 3 until set C or U is empty.
The above process in the scheme considers a static user distribution in the
networks. However, it may have new users access into the networks or some users
leave the networks. So if there some new users arrive, it is possible to keep the
accessed users unchanged and these new users are able to access to BSs. Then the
remaining BSs have no traffic load and they can be put into sleep mode, which only
consume small static circuit power.
If active BSs are not enough to satisfy all new users, some BSs in sleep mode
ought to be aroused to provide service. In terms of the rule how to waking up BS,
the details are given as follows.
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Step 1: Obtain new system parameters. New users set is E  {1,2 , K} , active
BSs set is A  {1,2, , M } , the sleep BSs set is S  {1,2, , N} and M  N  B ;
Step 2: Calculate traffic load load 0(k , b) for every user that needs to access with
the given transmission rate;
Step 3: Obtain the sum of each active BS’s traffic load at last moment,
load (b)  sum(load (:, b)), k  E, b  A ;
Step 4: Choose active BS that has smallest traffic load bˆ  argmin load (b) ;
bA

Step 5: Sort users in set E by load 0(k , bˆ) in ascending order, and let user access
BS b̂ in accord with this order until the BS is full;
Step 6: Delete BS b̂ and users who have accessed from set A and E
respectively;
Step 7: Repeat Step 3 until set E or A is empty. If E is empty, end; otherwise,
go to Step 8;
Step 8: Calculate the sum of each sleep BS’s traffic load, load (b)  sum(load (:, b)) ;
Step 9: Choose sleep BS that has smallest traffic load bˆ  argmin load (b) ,
bS

k  E, b  S ;

Step 10: Sort users in set E by load 0(k , bˆ) in ascending order, and let user
access BS b̂ in accord with this order until the BS is full;
Step 11: Delete BS b̂ and users who have accessed from set S and E
respectively;
Step 12: Repeat Step 8 until set E or S is empty.

4. Simulation Results and Analysis
To verify the proposed sleeping scheme, the simulation results are given. We consider
a HetNet with one macro cell and multiple micro cells (can be seen as a kind of small
cells). The simulation parameters are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Parameter
The number of BSs
Coverage of macro BS
The number of subchannel for each BS
The bandwidth of single sub-channel
Static circuit power of macro BS in sleep mode
Static circuit power of micro BS in sleep mode
Maximal transmit power of macro BS
Maximal transmit power of micro BS
Static circuit power of macro BS in active Mode
Static circuit power of micro BS in active mode
Power amplifier efficiency of macro BS
Power amplifier efficiency of micro BS
Dynamic circuit power efficiency
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Value
10
0.5 km2
25
200 kHz
558 W
78 W
40 W
6.3 W
712 W
106 W
14.5
6.35
2W/Mbps
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Figure 2. Micro BS and User Distribution within a Macro Cell

Figure 3. Data Rate of Users’ Comparison varying with User Numbers
The BS and user distribution is shown in Figure 2. Within a macro cell’s
coverage, these blue circles stand for micro BSs and red triangles stand for users.
We assume not only micro BSs but also users distribute uniformly and randomly.
Figure. 3 shows the results of data rate of users’ comparison varying with user
numbers. Red line represents the proposed scheme, green line represents BSs all-on
strategy and black line represents Micro BSs all-off method.
The total transmission data rate of the whole network of Micro BSs all-off is the
lowest. Because the capacity limitation of single macro BS. When users are too
many, macro BS has no free sub-carriers for them. Therefore, macro BS has to
abandon remaining users. As for BSs all-on, since the access priority is according
to every user’s best SNR performance. This seems to be beneficial for user but not
for the whole network. In terms of sleeping scheme, the first indicator is best SNR
in global range. So less resource will be accounted. At initial with little users, BSs
all-on and sleeping scheme seems to be the same, but in later part, sleeping scheme
increased more than former while both of them will become steady gradually.
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Figure 4. Power Consumption Comparison varying with User Numbers
Then the power consumption is presented in Figure 4. It is evident that power
consumption of all these three schemes shows a growth trend with the rise of users.
Only macro BS consumes power in micro BSs all-off, its value is minimal. More
importantly, when users’ requirements are out of its ability, macro BS is full then
its power consumption is going to be a constant. As a fact that all BSs stay in active
mode will expend more power to maintain normal operation, there is no deny that it
depletes the most power. In the proposed sleeping scheme, sleep mode will save
much unnecessary energy waste as well as ensuring the QoS of users.
Figure. 5 indicates the energy efficiency of the networks. Obviously, under the
same transmission rate requirement, the proposed sleeping 9scheme has a better
energy efficiency performance than other two. With the increasing of the number of
users, turning off all micro BSs are going to ascend slowly. This is purely because
there is only macro BS keeping on working and its capacity is confined, which
leads to only a part of users are able to get service from it. In terms of BSs all -on,
as a result of power consumption of it is the highest one, which will decrease the
energy efficiency.

Figure 5. Energy Efficiency comparison varying with User Numbers
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, a BS sleeping scheme is proposed in the HetNets. The MOP is
modeled as, power consumption minimization and energy efficiency maximization,
which can make the networks green and efficient. Then a heuristic sleeping scheme
with low complexity is designed to solve the MOP. The simulation results are
obtained, which verify that the proposed BS sleeping scheme can improve the
network throughput, reduce power consumption, and enhance energy efficiency as
well.
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